SEASALT LAMP

Product designer Nir Meiri made a lampshade using a unique technique from a mixture of sea salt and clear resin. Inspired by the natural process of placing an object in an aquatic saline place, where the salt is slowly absorbed by the resin and crystallises into the delicate and distinctive lampshades, emerging with rough and natural textures. It comes in two versions – table lamp and ceiling lamp. / nimeiri.com

ZIPPPPPPER

Nendo has come up with five different fastenings, each designed to suit different function. One is designed to cross over at a right-angled intersection. Second design has gaps along the length of the zip – users can feed cables and cords through. The third is a disc-like fastener that allows users to operate zippers with one hand. A fourth zipper allows three elements to be fastened together to create three-dimensional structures, while the final design negates the need for a start and end point. / nendo.jp

MIKME

A wireless microphone that seamlessly brings studio-quality audio to your iPhone videos is built to enable users to create content fast, in excellent quality and with mobile devices. Mikme wirelessly streams audio to its app, which syncs video from the smartphone with audio in real-time – ready for editing and sharing on the fly. The front side of the mic features a 1” gold-plated condenser capsule, which is phantom-powered (48V) and supported by a built-in spider suspension. / mikme.com

WOODEN SOLAR CHARGER

Crafted with sustainable sapele hardwood and slightly bigger than a small notebook, the veiled solar charger boasts excellent battery life, rapid-charging 3.0 technology and the ability to charge two mobile devices at once. By using wood, the veiled solar charger’s 10,000 mAh battery stays at a moderate temperature, delivering an even, steady charge. / veiledgroup.com

GRACE

A wristband to alleviate and track menopause symptoms is created by Loughborough University graduate Peter Astbury. Grace wristband uses integrated cooling system to specifically target hot flushes – one of the main problems experienced during menopause. Aided by an accompanying smartphone app, the Grace band provides users a more detailed understanding of their symptoms ranging from hot flushes intensity to sleep quality. / peterastbury.com